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In several areas, such as Enterprise Application Integration, Data Integration [5],
and the Semantic Web [4], clients need to access the servicesexported by the system,
and hence require a representation of the intensional levelof the application domain in
terms of which they can specify the access to the exported services. One of the most
interesting usages of such a shared conceptualization isontology-based data access,
where a conceptual layer is exported to the client, abstracting away from how actual
data is maintained. Therefore, an ontology-based data access system has to adress the
“impedance mismatch” issue, existing between data actually present at the sources, and
objects represented at the intensional level.

In this demo, we present MASTRO, an ontology-based data access system that ex-
tends the QuOnto system [1] with new capabilities and uses the QuOnto engine at its
core. Specifically, MASTRO provides tractable reasoning over an ontology, laying over
an autonomous relational DBMS managing the data layer. In what follows, we introduce
the main services provided by MASTRO, namely (i) ontology specification, (ii) query
answering, (iii) ontology satisfiability, and (iv) meta-query answering. The present work
is one of the outcomes of the European project TONES1.
Ontology specificationMASTRO allows to define an ontology in terms of both an in-
tensional and an extensional level. The former is specified by means of a new Descrip-
tion Logic in theDL-Lite family [3], calledDL-LiteA

2. Thus, the domain of interest
is represented in terms of (i) concepts, denoting set of objects, (ii) roles, denoting bi-
nary relations between objects, and, notably, (iii) domain values, denoting set of values.
Interestingly, values allow both concepts and roles to be qualified by attributes. Con-
cerning the ontology extensional level, MASTRO allows formappings specification,
that establish how data retrieved from an existing databaseDB is related to extensions
of terms used in the ontology intensional level. This is achieved by (i) allowing object
terms to denote constants, that are built by applying Skolem functors to data values,
(ii) defining mappings of the form:Ψ  ϕ, whereΨ is an arbitrary SQL query over
DB, andϕ is aDL-LiteA conjunctive query without existential variables, whose atoms
may containvariable object terms, i.e. terms obtained by applying Skolem functors to
variables denoting values.
Query answeringThe MASTRO query answering service is similar to query answering
provided by QuOnto [1]. In particular, MASTRO is able to answer unions of conjunc-
tive queries (UCQs) expressed over the ontology alphabet: the class of UCQs is one of
the most important classes of query arising in practical cases. The query answering pro-
cess is performed byquery rewriting and strongly separates the intensional level from

1 http://www.tonesproject.org/
2 Please, for details aboutDL-LiteA constructs and assertions, refer to [2, 6].



the extensional one: user queries are first reformulated on the basis of the TBox asser-
tions, and then evaluated directly over the database by means of the mappings. Hence,
the TBox assertions are “compiled” into the query, so the TBox can be disregarded
during the query evaluation phase. MASTRO also provides twodifferent mapping han-
dling techniques. The first one exploits the SQL engine of theDBMS managing the data
layer of the ontology: a view is defined for every general concept, using the SQL query
specified into the mapping assertion. The second one unfoldsthe query by producing
an SQL statement that can be directly issued over the source tables.
Ontology satisfiability Instance checking, concepts subsumption and ontology sat-
isfiability are particularly important reasoning tasks. Itcan be shown that both in-
stance checking and concepts subsumption can be reduced to ontology satisfiability.
The MASTRO system provides an efficient ontology satisfiability algorithm which is
also used to decide instance checking and concepts subsumption.
Metaquerying MASTRO maintains the ontology metalevel information into alocal
data structure calledMetadata Repository (MDR). Such a metalevel is itself represented
by means of aDL-LiteA ontology. This enables the MASTRO system to provide some
metalevel reasoning services. In particular, a query answering service is provided for
answering queries expressed over the ontology metalevel.
Demo ScenarioTo illustrate the main features of MASTRO and test services provided
by the system, we defined an example ontology representing administrative and didactic
information about students and teachers, students’ masterdegree thesis, faculties and
courses. We then mapped such ontology over an actual large database instance of the
University of Rome “La Sapienza”: the database stores information within 27 different
tables, with an overall size of 200.000 tuples. We tested thesatisfiability of the example
ontology and evaluated several queries of practical interest: the results clearly show that
MASTRO performs well also with very large underlying databases.
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